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The mission of the Agnes Irwin School is to 
foster the intellectual and personal growth of 
girls and young women. The School provides 
its students with a rigorous academic 
education, and dedicates itself to developing 
each student’s highest potential in intellect, 
character and physical well-being. Committed 
to being a diverse community that fosters self-
confidence and respect for others, the School 
prepares each student to lead, and to enrich 
the world. 

A History of Excellence  

The Agnes Irwin School, enrolling 701 girls in 
PreK to grade 12, was founded in 1869 by 
Miss Agnes Irwin, the first Dean of Radcliffe 
College and the great-great granddaughter of 
Benjamin Franklin. One of the first schools in 
the nation dedicated to the education of 
women, the School opened its doors in 
Philadelphia. In 1933 it moved west to the 
Wynnewood campus and then on to the 
present Rosemont campus in 1961. The 
current campus includes eighteen acres in the 
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THE AGNES IRWIN SCHOOL, 
one of the leading PreK-12 
schools for girls and young women 
in the country, is seeking a new 
head of school who will bring 
visionary leadership to this 
outstanding institution. The 
School, very successful in all 
areas, continues to move forward 
with cutting edge initiatives in its 
rigorous curriculum, competitive 
athletics, exciting arts and 
exceptional facilities. A new leader 
with a long horizon and 
commitment to the future will find 
an outstanding opportunity here 
and a community passionate and 
dedicated to furthering inspired 
education for girls. The School 
ethos is embodied in the 
quotation, “We reach outward and 
look inward, ready to move 
forward.” All are invited to step 
inside and explore the vibrant and 
ever-evolving community that is 
The Agnes Irwin School. 
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THE CULTURE AND 
COMMUNITY OF THE SCHOOL 
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The Agnes Irwin School is an exceptional 
learning community and one that lives its 
mission every day, as a happy, energetic, 
and busy place. More than 700 students 
come from 75 zip codes and 50 towns, as 
well as other countries. The School takes 
great pride in the enriching diversity of 
backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives 
shared by the community.  

Continued 
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suburban setting bordering 
Villanova University and 
minutes from Bryn Mawr. 
The Rosemont campus 
includes a self-contained 
Lower School, a Middle 
School and Upper School. 
Currently under 
construction is a new 
Athletic Center, Student 
Life Center, (commons and 
dining area) and academic 
Innovation Center, as well 
as classrooms, slated to 
open in fall of 2013.  

Miss Irwin created a school which placed 
emphasis on “disciplined and precise 
thinking” in an atmosphere where girls and 
young women would grow and flourish in 
the study of a classical curriculum 
including English, modern and classical 
languages, history, mathematics, and 
science. She was committed to preparing 
her students for admission to Harvard 
which at the time offered a program in 
teaching for women. In addition, she 
revised the curriculum to prepare the girls 
for entry to Bryn Mawr College upon its 
founding. By the end of World War II, the 
majority of AIS students went on to 
college, and the curriculum was revised 
again into a challenging college 
preparatory course of study in the liberal 
arts. From its very start, the School has 
been committed to the development of 
character. That hallmark has been a 
constant.  

Always considered a leader in the 
education of girls, and holding a national 
reputation, The Agnes Irwin School 
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believes in the advantages of offering young 
women opportunities to benefit from a single 
sex environment. The program is sensitive 
to the developmental, intellectual, emotional, 
social and physical needs of girls. Faculty at 
the School are dedicated to the school 
mission of fostering each girl’s journey of 
intellectual and personal growth. As they say 
at Agnes Irwin, “Develop your mind and 
speak your mind… Try everything and 
become anything.” 
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In the last several years, the School, led by the 
administration and the trustees, has sought to 
identify and describe the unique culture and 
capture a strong and accurate message which 
reflects what the School is today. Ultimately the 
leadership of the School embraced the concept 
of “Open,” a simple and unadorned word which 
encompasses the wide range of meaning and 
school culture that defines the Agnes Irwin 
experience. “At the Agnes Irwin School, we are 
open to possibility, and understand that it 
presents itself in many forms…. Our open-
mindedness to diverse backgrounds, multiple 
perspectives and new ways of thinking creates 
a community rich with academic challenge and 
personal discovery…” The ultimate goal has 
become to graduate confident and motivated 
young women prepared to be global citizens, 
lead balanced lives, and be successful in 
college and beyond.  

When one visits the campus, the culture 
becomes immediately evident and exciting; the 
girls are lively and happy. The rooms are filled 
with conversations and inquiry; the halls reflect 
the myriad activities and projects as music 
rings out, multiple languages are heard, and 
science labs are visibly inspiring and active. 
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The girls are confident, 
curious and articulate, 
whether at Senior 
Assemblies or just talking 
at lunch, constantly 
engaged in learning and in 
forming relationships. 
Agnes Irwin girls are not 
afraid to take risks, to 
voice their opinions, and 
they know that they will be 
respected and appreciated 
for their ideas. The girls 
forge strong connections 

among themselves and with the 
faculty. Students are encouraged to 
become community leaders by 
participating in activities including 
athletics, arts, student government, or 

Continued 
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and education at “Irwin’s,” as many students 
and alumnae fondly call the School. Agnes 
Irwin School also welcomes new students 
and their families from geographic areas 
and backgrounds beyond its traditional 
base; all feel included and valued 
immediately. As Head of School Mary 

Seppala has said, “the 
girls …give us 100%, 

all the time. They’re 
thriving because of 
their own hard work 
and effort.”  

Recently the Agnes 
Irwin Campaign for 
Girls has been very 
successful, nearing 
the goal of $40 
million for the 
completion of the 
building projects 
described in the 
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community service activities of 
student life and beyond. School 
life includes extensive 
multiculturalism initiatives 
demonstrating commitment to 
diversity as a core value. 
Students are encouraged to 
make a positive difference 
within the School, in the local 
community, and in the world. As 
one of the top 10 reasons to 
attend Agnes Irwin, the girls 
identified the following: “Feel 
the need to lead. (Every leader 
is a girl, and every girl is a 
leader.)” 

Many students are “lifers,” 
coming at preschool and remaining 
for their entire school experience. A 
number are second or third generation 
Agnes Irwin girls whose mothers, 
grandmothers, aunts, and cousins 
attended the School. They are 
extraordinarily proud of their school and 
recognize the value of the opportunities 
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FACILITIES 
section of this 
statement. The 
campaign supports 
a bricks and mortar 
project, but 
symbolically 
celebrates all that 
Agnes Irwin is 
today and all that it 
can and will be in 
the future. The 
current board chair, 
Ann Laupheimer 
Sonnenfeld,’77, 
who has had a long 
association with the 
School, says it this way: “We are educating 
girls to be leaders—in science, engineering, 
theater, fine arts, politics, team sports, 
fitness, business, community service, 
medicine and every other walk of life.” The 
board of trustees, in creating the Master 
Plan for the campus, has the goal of 
elevating Agnes Irwin with enhanced 
facilities while at the same time preserving 
the current campus warmth and character 
and concentrating on the welfare of girls, 
100% of the time.  

The Center for the Advancement of Girls 
In 2010 with a team of faculty and staff led 
by Mariandl Hufford, the School set out to 
create a model for generating, applying, and 
disseminating current research on the 
education of girls and for designing cutting-
edge programs that would make Agnes Irwin 
a catalyst for change and excellence. The 
mission of the Center is to “support girls in 
developing the cognitive and social-
emotional tools and resilient mindset needed 
to lead healthy balanced lives while 
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empowering them to be leaders in a 
global community.” 

The Center is dedicated to Four Pillars 
or areas of study:  

• Leadership 
• Wellness 
• Global Citizenship 
• Teaching and Learning in the 

21st Century 

The Blueprint for Success presents the 
delineated goals, practices and action 
steps for each of the Four Pillars and 
serves as a guide for the future work of 
the Center. It is an overarching goal of 
the Center to contribute to the body of 
research pertaining to the Four Pillars. 
This ambitious and unique program 
and resultant research sets Agnes Irwin 
apart and will over time impact the 
education of young women throughout 
the United States and the world.  
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continuous exposure to a foreign language. 
Similarly, math and science are started at 
the earliest levels, along with English, 
history and the arts. The Lower School 
curriculum focuses on hands-on learning 
solidly grounded in today’s educational 
research. Signature programs in Lower 
School include Kindergarten Invention 

Convention to foster 
design thinking and 

Fourth Grade 
Women in Wax 
Museum which 
introduces 
interdisciplinary 
study in the context 
of famous women.  

Middle School is a 
time of great change 
and personal 
discovery for girls. 
The goal of this 
division, to foster 
self-assurance and 

1

Agnes Irwin School is 
divided in three divisions: 
Lower School 
encompassing grades 
PreK-grade 4, the Middle 
School, grades 5-8 and the 
Upper School, grades 9-
12. Each division has 
unique attributes, 
programs and activities. 
The average class size 
across the divisions is 15.  

In the early years, the 
Lower School offers a vital, 
supportive and creative 
approach to strong academic preparation 
and curriculum for the youngest AIS girls. 
Agnes Irwin recognizes the value of early 
language instruction based on current 
research; daily Spanish instruction begins as 
early as PreK. The choice of daily language 
instruction in early childhood rests on data 
which shows that fluency results from early 

PROGRAM 

Continued 
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the sense of inquiry in academics and in 
personal life, underpins all programs in 
this division. Middle School coursework 
develops students’ writing and other 
forms of expression. It focuses on 
interdisciplinary education in collaborative 
classroom settings. In the Middle School, 
the slogan “hands-on-brain-on!” appears 
often. Advisory groups help girls navigate 
the challenges of entering adolescence. 
In 7th and 8th grades girls focus on a large 
musical production, learn research skills 
with the Civil Rights project and 
Immigration Study, and continue a 
tradition of celebrating Medieval Night 
simultaneously with an interdisciplinary 
focus on the history, literature and the 
arts of that period.  

The Upper School affords opportunities 
for exploration and independence for 
girls. The girls work collaboratively in a 
more competitive environment and 
continue to develop effective leadership 
skills. In addition to the core curricular 
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subjects, Upper School girls 
are introduced to financial 
literacy, experiential and 
independent learning 
including service learning in 
the community. Technology 
is tied to the core curriculum, 
and science research is 
emphasized through 
sophisticated projects and 
competitions. The Senior 
Assembly is the culmination 
of an Agnes Irwin education 
and a visible manifestation of 
the growth of each 12th 

grader as she prepares and 
delivers her speech. In the spring the Special 
Studies Program (SSP) allows for 
experiential learning in an interdisciplinary 
two-week extension of the curriculum. 
Similarly, C21, for ninth graders, focuses on 
two weeks of problem-solving and the 
development of 21st century skills.  

The Upper School program emphasizes 
development and refinement of thinking skills 
in all academic disciplines as well as in 
athletics, wellness and physical education. 
Innovation focus remains integral to the 
Upper School program whether in STEM, 
STEAM, or athletics. The athletic program is 
also rich with opportunities, including dance, 
fitness and more than 13 sports. The School 
strives to see that the girls gain the 
confidence to ask “Why?” and the courage to 
say “Why Not!’” 

The School website www.agnesirwin.org 
offers rich details about all aspects of the 
curriculum and program, including extensive 
course descriptions. 
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FACULTY 
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A student has said, “From PreKindergarten to 
calculus, my teachers have inspired me both 
to develop my mind and to speak my mind. 
They’ve taught me to think analytically and 
creatively, to try new things, to find my inner 
scholar and my outer limits and then to push 
beyond them.” Parents, students and 
alumnae express tremendous respect for the 
very able faculty at the School. Teachers also 
indicate that they work well together in an 
atmosphere of mutual respect and 
cooperation. 

The faculty consists of 91 full-time and 16 
part-time teachers; 72% hold 
advanced degrees. They act 
as instructors, coaches, 
mentors and counselors to 
guide each girl to reach her 
intellectual and personal 
potential. Faculty members 
report to the heads of the 
lower, upper, and middle 
divisions, and there are also 
department chairs in the 
middle and upper divisions. A 
faculty committee developed 
and polished the “Four 
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Pillars” central to The Center for 
the Advancement of Girls: 
Leadership, Wellness, Global 
Citizenship, and Teaching and 
Learning in the 21st Century. 
Faculty are working across the 
divisions to align curriculum with 
the Four Pillars, and to create a 
culture of inquiry.    

Parents and students alike give 
faculty high praise not only for 

professional training and 
competence, but also for consistently going 
above and beyond the call of duty, being 
constantly available and opening doors to 
new ideas and possibilities. They care 
genuinely about their colleagues and their 
students and are committed to helping girls 
find their individual voices. One parent 
commented, “All schools say this, but here 
they really do it.” In a recent study of students 
in girls’ schools, those at Agnes Irwin scored 
the very highest for their willing and generous 
participation in curricular, extra-curricular, and 
community pursuits. In this respect, faculty 
members are their compelling mentors and 
models. 
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FINANCES 
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Policy oversight of the School’s finances 
comes from the Board of Trustees and its 
Finance, Investment, and Audit 
Committees. Projected operating 
revenues for FY ’13 total just over $22 
million. Eighty-five percent (85%) of that 
sum comes from tuition. The balance 
comes from Annual Fund (5%), draw upon 
the endowment (5%), auxiliary income 
(3%), and corporate contributions made 
under the provisions of a PA income tax 
credit provision (2%). Operating expenses 
are carefully controlled. Faculty salaries 
are competitive with those of other 
independent schools in the area, financial 
aid is equal to 15% of tuition revenue, and 
after provision for PPRSM and 
construction financing, the projected 
operating budget is in balance. In a typical 
year, the Parents’ Association’s 
fundraising activities (a gala-auction and 
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two golf tournaments) provide an additional 
$200,000 for projects which they identify 
with input from the Head. The School 
achieved 100% faculty and staff 
participation in this year’s Annual Fund. 

The School’s endowment is approximately 
$23 million. There is an outstanding bond 
obligation in the amount of just under $9 
million. The previously referenced 
campaign will cover the cost of the capital 
addition now under way. Approximately 
$29 million has been received or 
committed to date. The School is optimistic 
that the balance can be raised in the next 
year, and financing instruments are in 
place to manage construction cash flows.  

Management is mindful of the growing 
challenges created when program and gift 
revenues are matched against the 
cumulative costs of competitive 

compensation, 
excellent facilities, 

competitive 
financial aid, and 
first-rate, 
innovative 
programming. 
The 
administration 
and Board work 
together 
effectively, 
providing 
informed 
stewardship of all 
the School’s 
resources. 
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FACILITIES 
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The School occupies 18.5 acres in 
Rosemont, PA, a prosperous suburban 
community northwest of Philadelphia that 
is home to many excellent colleges, 
universities, and independent schools. Its 
Lower School has its own building, the 
oldest section of which was originally built 
in 1769. There have been many tasteful 
additions over the years, including a 
recently built multi-purpose gymnasium. 
The Middle and Upper Schools are in a 
separate large building complex built in 
1961 when the School moved to 
Rosemont. Amenities included, until just 
recently, classrooms, laboratories, 
administrative offices, and a gymnasium 
and cafeteria. In 2004 the School 
expanded the building and occupied a 
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new Arts and Science Center, providing 
state of the art facilities, in laboratory 
sciences and the performing arts. The 
current construction project began with the 
demolition of the gymnasium and cafeteria 
and will provide a comprehensive women’s 
athletic complex including a rowing tank, 
commons and dining areas, additional 
classrooms and an academic Innovation 
Center. Related improvements include 
athletic fields and tennis courts, and 
landscape treatments integrate the 
residence for the Head of School, located 
on a property adjacent to the School. The 
School’s buildings and grounds are 
attractive, carefully maintained, and highly 
functional in their support of the School’s 
regular and summer sessions.   
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ADMINISTRATIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
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The Agnes Irwin School administrative 
team, led by the Head of School, has 
provided strong and stable leadership 
through the last five-year 
period of national 
economic turmoil. The 
division heads have led 
the way, keeping the 
curriculum strong and 
innovative and helping 
teachers grow and 
develop professionally. A 
new Upper School 
Director, Joanne Hoffman, 
has been appointed. An 
experienced former 
school head, she will be a 
strong support for the new 
Head of School as well as 
for the faculty. The 
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administration includes the 
Director of Diversity, the Director 
of Finance and Facilities, the 
Director of College Counseling as 
well as directors in Athletics, 
Marketing and Communications, 
Human Resources and 
Development. The Assistant Head 
of School for Enrollment and 
External Relations has been 
successful in maintaining and 
even increasing enrollment, while 
some competitors have seen 
enrollment declines. Program has 
expanded, especially with the 
addition of the Center for the 
Advancement of Girls (CAG), and 
college matriculations have 

continued to be outstanding. 
Budgets have been balanced, and fund-
raising has remained constant. A capital 
campaign has been launched and has 75% 
of the goal committed. The School’s largest 

Continued 
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GOVERNANCE 

For the 2012-2013 year, The Board of 
Trustees is comprised of 29 members, 
who, as a general matter, serve for 
renewable three-year terms. The head of 
school is a member of the Board. Meetings 
occur five times per year, and trustees use 
the intervening weeks for active and 
dynamic Board committee work. The 
Board provides strategic leadership and 
generous financial support, and engages 
the ongoing services of a professional 
consultant in adhering to best practices in 
educational governance. A new head of 
school will find the Board willing and 
committed to working together to plan the 
future. 
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construction project ever is under way, 
on budget, and on schedule. In short, the 
School is thriving. 

The School’s PAIS accreditation self-
study will begin in the fall of ’13, and the 
Visiting Committee will arrive in the fall of 
’14, just as the new Head of School has 
begun the ’14-’15 academic year. Timing 
is propitious, for the self-study will 
identify opportunities and directions; the 
Visiting Committee’s formal 
recommendations can reinforce or 
augment them. The new head and 
administration can then work with the 
community and board to formalize the 
next strategic plan to guide the School in 
the next five to ten years.  
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The distinguished 
history and excellent 
reputation of The 
Agnes Irwin School 
places it in the top tier 
of independent 
schools in the nation, 
particularly those for 
girls and young 
women. The School 
has carried out 
ambitious plans for its 
facilities, has a good 
endowment and 
enjoys excellent 
support from its 
alumnae as well as 
the community. The 
Head of School reports 
to the Board of Trustees, appoints all 
faculty and administrative leaders, and 
oversees the staff. He or she serves as 
chief administrative and academic officer, 
ultimately responsible for the operational 
and financial health of the School. The 
Head also represents the School both 
internally and externally and is charged 
with promoting all aspects of the 
institution.   

The successful next Head of School will 
be an inspiring educational leader who 
will work closely with the entire school 
community and beyond to develop the 
strategic direction of AIS for the future. He 
or she will have the opportunity and the 
challenge to lead the School to clarity in a 
number of important areas: 

OPPORTUNITIES AND 
CHALLENGES 

2

• To advance further the School’s position 
as the preeminent girls’ school in a 
competitive market by being a leader in 
best practice and knowledge about the 
education of girls. 

• To continue to sharpen the role of the 
Center for the Advancement of Girls, 
promoting its acceptance as work and 
research, as opposed to place, and 
aligning its mission, research and goals 
with those of the School.  

• To facilitate the ongoing review of 
curriculum in the broadest sense: 
defining a clear process to resolve 
complex issues, e.g., the role of AP, 
aligning curriculum over the divisions, 
and the scope and role of online 
learning, while advancing the academic 
excellence of the School.  

Continued 
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• To be fully available to and 
supportive of the faculty, while 
building their understanding of the 
head’s expanding role in external 
affairs. 

• To guide the school in finding the 
right balance between tradition and 
innovation. 

• To continue the school’s 
commitment to diversity, and to 
assist the school in honoring 
cherished traditions while also 
welcoming new traditions and 
aspects of a multicultural 
community.  

• With the major new facility on line, to 
assist the school in maintaining the 
proper balance of academics, arts, 
athletics, and service in ways 
appropriate to a preeminent girls’ 
school.   

• In financial management, to assist in 
raising funds for 
annual and capital 
purposes, and to 
manage the complex 
inter-relationships 
between tuitions, 
endowments, and 
financial aid.  

• In marketing and 
public relations, to 
address the 
competition by 
defining and 
promoting the “AIS 
value added,” to 
articulate the school’s 
nurturing qualities as 
being essential to the 
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expectation of rigor, and to promote 
the school’s PreK-12 program as a 
journey taken most effectively not in 
part, but in its entirety.   

• Address through public relations and 
communication, the misperception in 
the Main Line Philadelphia 
community that Agnes Irwin might be 
less academically rigorous than it 
actually is.  

• To be prepared to commit to the 
School for a significant time period in 
order to bring about the innovations 
and changes that will emerge through 
strategic planning. 

• Continue reviewing and implementing 
strategies for a safe environment and 
campus. 

• To become a visible and influential 
member of the community both within 
the School and outside and to serve 
as the “Face of Agnes Irwin.” 
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THE CANDIDATE 
The successful candidate must be committed to the education of girls and young women in all 
aspects of school life: academic, athletic, and personal. He or she must be willing and able to 
maintain the School’s positive momentum and work collaboratively. The School seeks the 
following qualities in the next Head of School:  

Professional Qualities 

• Demonstrated intellectual and academic success and leadership with an advanced 
degree 

• Experience in the education and development of girls and young women with 
knowledge of the current research on teaching and learning 

• Demonstrated ability to work collaboratively with the community to develop the vision 
for the future, prioritize, and make decisions 

• Excellent leadership skills including the ability to inspire and motivate others 
• Understanding of the management functions of the School 
• Understanding of the importance of public relations and admissions process 
• Ability to write and speak effectively and in an articulate manner 
• Understanding of school finance and fundraising 
• Ability to gain respect from all constituencies 
• Demonstrated interest in diversity and global issues and their impact on the school and 

the community 
• Knowledge of technology to support forward movement in that area 
• Ability to recruit and retain outstanding faculty, administration, and staff 
• Successful work with a governing board and an understanding of effective governance 

and its process 

Personal Qualities 

• Passion about the education of girls and young women 
• Intellectual curiosity  
• Integrity, honesty, and sincerity 
• Energy, stamina, and optimism 
• Creativity and innovative approach  
• Diplomacy and willingness to confront and manage conflict where needed 
• Visibility and willingness to be active and involved in the Agnes Irwin community 
• Good listening skills 
• Warmth, friendliness, approachability, and a sense of humor 
• Flexibility and openness to possibility and new ideas 
• Respect for all members of the community 
• Potential to become an exceptional leader whose presence and vision becomes 

synonymous with the School.  
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APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Interested candidates should send in a single Word or PDF file, an electronic cover letter, 
resume, and statement of educational philosophy or writing sample and a second Word or 
PDF file with five references including contact information to both search consultants below: 

 

Linda MacMurray Gibbs 
Resource Group 175 LLC at:  gibbslm@gmail.com 
 
813-415-3987 office 
646-261-5761 cell 

AND 

Thomas M. Evans 
Resource Group 175 LLC at:  tmevanscca@comcast.com  

774-237-0349 office 
508-776-2462 cell 

 

 

The Agnes Irwin School does not discriminate in its policies based on race, religion, national 
origin, sexual preference or age.  
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Enrollment:   701 

Lower School:   216 

Middle School:   193 

Upper School:   292 

Students of Color:   21% of student enrollment 

Faculty:    91 full-time, 16 part-time, 72% with advanced degrees 

Location:    Rosemont, PA, 10 miles west of Philadelphia 

Campus:    18 acres in suburban setting 

FY’13 Operating Budget:  $22 million  

Endowment:   $23 million 

Financial Aid:   25% of student body 

Accreditation and Memberships:  

Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools 

Pennsylvania Association of Independent Schools 

National Coalition of Girls’ Schools 

National Association of Independent Schools 

Multicultural Resource Center 

Cum Laude Society 

 

AGNES IRWIN SCHOOL FAST FACTS 


